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This paper proposes some 
characteristics of social design and 
discusses the context in which it has 
emerged. It argues that, for social 
design practice to live up to the hopes 
placed on it, designers should develop 
critical and reflexive perspectives 
on the conditions, possibilities and 
consequences of their practices — 
what might be called ‘double-loop’ 
social design. 
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Introduction 
Simply put, designers, along with those using design approaches,
methods and tools, aim to intervene in people’s lives, organisations, 
communities and society as a whole, by creating new products, services,
systems, policies and solutions that resolve or address problems (while
also generating new ones). Therefore, all designing is already ‘social’ in
the sense that it is informed by (mis)understandings of the concerns of
the people targeted by designers, and of organisations and society.1 

Further, designing is social in the sense that it is typically carried out by
groups of people, including professional designers and people often
referred to as ‘users’ or ‘citizens’. Further, the perspectives and choices
of those involved in doing designing or (mis)using designed things are
structured by social practices and institutions, in relation to a wide range
of others including managers, investors and policy makers, in dialogue
with narratives such as ‘innovation’ and ‘austerity’. 

Nonetheless, there is a growing understanding of, and hope for, a 
distinctive ‘social design’ expertise to address concerns about equalities,
the climate emergency, health and many other contemporary issues
considered to be the domains of public policy and activism that have,
as yet, either been insufficiently addressed or joined up. This paper aims
to describe the context in which social design has emerged, and its
characteristics. If designers take their change-making seriously, this
requires that they (re)design not just people’s experiences, but also
the systems, institutions and worlds that value particular people and
outcomes, but not others. Examples of this happening are increasing,
for example, the idea of ‘design justice’ in which design is led by
marginalised communities aiming to undo structural inequalities2 and 
in recognition of the multiple scales at which design for sustainability 
operates.3 Adapting the concept of “double-loop learning” from studies
of organisational change,4 I propose that for social design to fulfil 
its potential requires that designers develop reflexive and critical 
understandings of conditions, possibilities and consequences of
designing into their practice.5 

Operating in an expanded field over the past decade, professional
design became increasingly visible as a specialist competence
intersecting with multiple ‘socials’ in relation to organisations across the
public and third sector — but also for many commercial enterprises to
explore and address economic, social and environmental issues —
often limited by the perspectives of privileged designers. For example,
a 2013 report by the UK Associate Parliamentary Design and Innovation
Group argued that design was an important contributor to support the
renewal of public services.6 A 2014 report commissioned by the Arts and
Humanities Research Council (AHRC) (which I co-authored) identified
a social design “moment”.7 A book by Ezio Manzini, a leading advocate
of design for social innovation, noted a shift towards a world in which 

“everyone” designs.8 A 2019 report by a European think tank argued that
design thinking is a key competence to enable co-creation with citizens.9 

Big organisations such as IBM,10 the NHS,11 policy-makers in central 
government12 and many others have invested in building up capabilities 
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in design to bring ‘human-centred’ collaborative and participatory 
perspectives into innovation and change. (Figure 1.) Furthermore, 
design expertise has become more porous as toolkits, training and 
knowledge exchange enable people who do not think of themselves as
designers to design.13 In this context, increasingly, expertise in design to
address social and sustainability issues is visible in the UK and around
the world. The challenges associated with the climate emergency and
COVID-19, and the huge inequalities these have made more visible and
reproduce, result in a context in which those practicing social design 
and design for sustainability can — and should — act, alongside
assessing critically what makes this possible, or consequential. 

→   Figure 1. Workshop 
run in 2015 by Policy 
Lab, a team in the 
UK government, for 
civil servants to try 
out prototyping.  
Credit: Lucy Kimbell  

 

What is Social Design? 
Interest in social design is growing, bringing in insights from a range 
of disciplines with, as yet, no common understandings in use.14 One 
discussion distinguishes between molecular (small-scale), utopian and
sociological forms.15 Another argues that social design works best at
the scale of communities.16 Another discussion emphasises that, even
though social design emphasises social relations, it does this through
focusing on the material objects such relations are organised through.17 

In another paper that I co-authored with Guy Julier, whose research 
highlights the ways that neoliberal capitalism has shaped design
practice, we argue that social design is doomed to be ineffective until
practitioners turn their attention to institutional and systemic factors.18 

One way of defining social design is to study what designers and design
researchers do, generalising from the specific. Another is normative, 

https://factors.18
https://through.17
https://communities.16
https://forms.15
https://design.13
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exploring what designers should do, based on more-or-less agreed 
principles and definitions. A third approach is to observe in and
through practice how specific instances of design expand accepted
or assumed definitions, while remaining attentive to the framings
that result in particular consequences. Such an approach can be
based on principles that I propose as a way of characterising social 
design, drawing on some of the literatures in this paper, including
my own work: 

•   Acknowledging situated accountabilities. Connecting people’s 
experiences of contexts, worlds and circumstances with analysis  
of institutions and logics opens up investigation into conditions,
possibilities and constraints.19 

•  Enabling  deliberative co-creation. Supporting co-creation with 
participants on an issue, with varying stakes, experiences and skills, 
through making, iterating and learning together, results in new ideas, 
surfaces disagreement and produces enhanced capacities for change.20  

•  Mediating  uncertainty and inventiveness. Generating and exploring 
possibilities can suggest new ways of looking at issues and frame
alternatives, and challenge existing assumptions.21 

•   Conscious future making. Anticipating plausible futures in the 
present so that implications can be explored, discussed and 
contested can enable decision-making and direction-setting in  
the present.22 

•   Embracing pluralism without relativism. Acknowledging and 
resourcing diverse perspectives requires the attendant political work 
involved in the ongoing  (re)negotiation of priorities, understandings 
and assessment of options and outcomes.23 

•   Reflective and reflexive learning. Recognising the genealogies,
agendas and infrastructures embedded in designing foregrounds how 
particular kinds of intentions, expertise and outcomes privilege some 
people, and marginalise others.24 

In short, social design expertise can be defined as a materialising 
practice that anticipates and generates new ways of doing, knowing 
and being — in relation to social, public policy  and environmental issues  
and, in so doing, problematises these and produces new insights.  

https://others.24
https://outcomes.23
https://present.22
https://assumptions.21
https://change.20
https://constraints.19
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What isn’t Social Design? 
The activities associated with much social design may resemble other 
contemporary design practices, in particular ‘design thinking’ and 
service design’. Indeed, it may not be immediately clear where the 
differences are. For example, creating visualisations of user journeys  
to analyse and communicate how someone interacts with a service  
or organisation over time, or organising a visioning workshop, are 
common methods. I propose that what makes these activities  
social’ is their understanding of, and purpose of designing for, lived 
experience, as well as their critical and contextual awareness of the 
relations they produce accounts of and in which they aim to intervene.  

First, social designing involves understanding, negotiating and 
changing systems and institutions, linking people’s current and future 
experiences of — and interactions with — products and services,  
in relation to broader socio-cultural, economic, environmental,  
institutional and regulatory dynamics.25 (Figure 2.) A key challenge here  
is accounting for value and values. This means building into double-
loop social design critical exploration of, and resistance to, the  
logics, frameworks and devices that typically foreground financial  
or economic impact over other outcomes, such as social or cultural 
value or social learning. 

↓   Figure 2. Policy Lab, a team in the UK government, 
has built up expertise in ethnography to aid policy-
makers in understanding the lived experience of 
people affected by policies — in this visualisation,   
a family. Credit: Holly MacDonald 

Second, social design involves translating between
participants engaged in an issue, enabling differences
in agendas, positions and forms of expertise within
individual, organisational or disciplinary locations to
be explored, problematised and potentially aligned.
Recognising the politics inherent in designing, such
translations must be non-exclusionary and inclusive
of pasts, presents and futures, particularly in relation
to those whose knowledge and experience are often
marginalised. (See Figures 3 and 4.)Key to social
design is its critical, deliberative and political character
in seeking to ask and answer questions about equity
and equalities. Hence a visualisation of someone’s
‘journey’ is narrowly ‘social’ in the sense that it aims
to capture and share a person’s situated experiences
over time. Using double-loop social design, designers
will additionally analyse the societal narratives,
structures and practices in which that person comes
to have that experience. 

Third, the forms of social design that focus on
environmental sustainability highlight living beings
and complex adaptive systems as a context for
doing designing in ways that acknowledge planetary

limits and wellbeing. A narrow form of social design might result in
new products to reduce air pollution, for those able to afford them.
Designers practicing double-loop social design will attend to the
societal narratives, structures and practices in which air pollution 
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exists, and aim to change these at a systemic, not
just an individual consumer level. 

A distinction can be made, therefore, between 
social designing and business-as-usual designing.
The difference is not, however, in their methods 
but rather in their purposes, assumptions, reflexivity,
forms of analysis and modes of organisation. This
is where double-loop learning comes in. Social
designing asks not just ‘what if?’ but also proposes
‘if, then’ in order to bring new worlds into being.
While it is concerned with ‘how?’, it also asks 
‘what?’, ‘why?’ and ‘who benefits?’. The outcomes
are that proposed changes and their conditions,
possibilities and consequences are anticipated,
realised and critically assessed, through ongoing
collective learning. Without these loops, such
designing is anti-social. Without such social design,
inequalities and the direction towards climate
catastrophe are likely to remain hard-wired into
design practice. 

↑ Figure 3. As part of the Social Design Institute’s
collaboration with BiteBack 2030, students on
the BA Strategy and Identity course at CSM
were asked to develop materials or methods to
encourage young people to engage with issues
around the food system: “See, it’s not as bad as
you thought” by Adipa Klomchitcharoen 

→   Figure 4. Workshop 
with young people at 
Blackhorse Lane  
Ateliers as part of the 
CUT project led by Dr 
Francesco Mazzarella, 
Centre for Sustainable  
Fashion, UAL. Credit: 
Adam Razvi  
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Endnotes 
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6 See Design Commission (2013). Restarting Britain 2: Design and public services. Policy Connect. 
https://www.policyconnect.org.uk/apdig/research/restarting-britain-2-design-public-services 

7 See Armstrong, L., Bailey, J., Julier, G. & Kimbell, L. (2014). Social design futures: HEI research and the AHRC. 
University of Brighton; Victoria & Albert Museum. 

8 Manzini, E. (2015). Design, when everybody designs: An introduction to design for social innovation. 
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9 See Muredu, F. & Osimo, D. (2019). Co-creation of public services. Interactive policy brief, 25. 
The Lisbon Council. 
https://www.lisboncouncil.net/news-a-events/810-co-creation-and-design-thinking-the-next-frontier.html 

10 See for example Sheppard, B., Kouyoumjian, G., Sarrazin, H. & Dore, F. (2018). “The business value 
of design.” McKinsey Quarterly. 
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-design/our-insights/the-business-value-of-design 
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14 For an introduction to key contributions by researchers in design, see Resnick, E. (Ed.) (2019). The Social 
Design Reader. Bloomsbury. 
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The Social Design Institute champions social and sustainable
design at University of the Arts London. Its mission is to use
research insights to inform how designers and organisations
do designing, and how researchers understand design, to bring
about positive and equitable social and environmental changes.
The Institute achieves its mission through original research,
translating research through knowledge exchange and informing
teaching and learning. 
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